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ipainstmankRomney campaign: We won’t release schedule of debates CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — The

Romney campaign is not commenting on reports that the GOP presidential nominee will take at least
five days off during September to attend fundraisers and campaign events. That news was revealed
Thursday by the Boston Globe, which reported that Romney will be out of town for five of the next 10
days, starting with Monday. The Globe quoted a Romney campaign official as saying, “As has been
previously reported, Gov. Romney and his family will be out of town during the first three days of
September for campaign activities. We are not commenting further on details of the governor’s

campaign and family schedule.” ABC News, meanwhile, reported Thursday night that Romney will
return to New Hampshire this weekend for a three-day visit, during which he will celebrate his

father’s 80th birthday and attend an anti-abortion rally. That event will be held at the New
Hampshire State House, ABC reported.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a

high-frequency switch and a method for manufacturing the same, and more particularly, to a high-
frequency switch in which a high-frequency signal path is switched, and a method for manufacturing

the same. 2. Description of the Related Art Recently, demand for a small and high-capacity high-
frequency switch which can respond quickly to a signal has increased. In order to meet such

demand, a switch which is capable of switching a high-frequency signal between three lines has
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been developed. In particular, a microwave or milliwave switch using a semiconductor substrate is
capable of switching a milliwave band, and has a very small size. Therefore, the switch is expected

to be widely applied in various fields c6a93da74d
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